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EXPLORING A BETTERMODELLING METHOD FOR
EVIDENCE BASED DESIGN IN METRO STATION
SURROUNDING AREAS

Hangzhou’s street and underground networks

XIAOLING DAI1; YIFENG CHEN2; CHENG SHI3

ABSTRACT
Previous case studies in many cities have been proved that configurational accessibility of the metro
and street network can explain the passenger flow and entry/exit movement of subway stations.
Following these discussions, this study is focused on two questions by analyzing a different empirical
case of Hangzhou, China. First, how does the dual network of street and underground influence the
usage level of subway stations respectively? Second, considering the trend of rapid growth of TOD
development in China, and the need of evidence based design, can we upgrade the existing syntactic
modelling method for metro performance, to facilitate a more rational style of design decision making?
The new case study confirmed the previous findings that metro station usage is influenced by both
underground and above ground networks. This paper pushes the analytical method forward by two
alteration techniques. First, it suggests a new modelling approach allowing the station itself become
an element within the model. Second, for the above ground variables, this paper suggests to replace
the measurement been used by previous studies, and substitute them with new configurational variable
which is easier for people outside space syntax community to understand and therefore to initiate
corresponding design approach. It also picked out two morphological variables of the on ground urban
context which are valid factors for explaining the usage of stations. Last but not least, this paper gives
examples for how a well structured visualization method can help the designers to gain better
understanding of the consequence of individual variables, therefore to enrich the implication of
statistic analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research background

Many big cities in China are undergoing massive constructions of metro systems construction or
expanding in recent years due to a national policy encouraging sustainable development. These
constructions will change the accessibility statues of a particular city’s down town area profoundly,
therefore always accompanied by ambitious urban regeneration projects.

These transit oriented developments (TOD) involve landuse updating, FAR increasing, and pedestrian
network reconnection or alteration. From the point of view of evidence based design, better modelling
methods are required to depict a clear perspective for the effects of the extension of metro system, and
to predict the future passenger flows of a new subway station, as well as to evaluate different
scenarios of certain urban regeneration plans for these TOD projects.
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1.2 Previous case studies and findings

Chiaradia’s work (2015) on London is a pilot study which suggests configurational analysis can lead
to a better understanding of the level of all day movement of a public transport network. It constructs
a topological spatial model of subway stations, by drawing a single axial line to represent each portion
of underground line between two stations. It was assumed that the train frequencies on the different
lines were similar. To represent the time and effort involved in switching between two Tube lines,
three steps change’s approach was conducted. Preliminary results demonstrate that the below ground
configuration model correlates with all day 120 stations activity with an r-square of 0.54(p <0.0001).
Above ground configuration also appears to influence station utilization, while the best parameter has
been found is the average R3 integration value of all lines within a 500 meter buffer catchment area
(r2 = 0.36; p <0.0001). After conducting these two single variable correlation models, a third
“multivariable regression analysis” (multiple component approach) is tested to form a statistically
combined model of both above ground & underground networks. A correlation r2= 0.63 ( p<0.001)
was found, which is higher than the single variable model.

After Chiaradia’s work, there are six other case studies continued this trend of thought, carrying
empirical study to explore the configurational effect of both underground and street networks to metro
station’s utilization. The separate model approach has been developed, and there were two other types
of models been tested: integrated bi-model, and OD attraction weighting model. The latter five cases
are all Chinese cities which reinforce the research background information: Chinese cities are now
experiencing massive metro construction works and it becomes a research focus. As the aim of these
papers are different, not all three models are applied in the case studies (Table 1). Table 2 puts the
statistic results together for comparison. The movements data used are not always entry/exit figure of
the stations. In Beijing and Tianjin cities, passenger flow movements are used to correlate with spatial
configuration.

Law (2012) proposed an integrated bi-modal and tested it with an updated London’s metro data. The
integrated bi-model combines the London’s street and underground network by linking the
underground network and the street network at the location of the stations through a perpendicular
link segment, which accounts for the cost of level change between the street and the underground
level. He also uses the new movement data to test Chiaradia’s single fact statistic model with angular
street model and topological subway model. There is significant positive correlation between
underground station usages with integration measures for all the scenarios. While, statistical results
suggest the integrated bi-modal correlates better to entry/exit pedestrian movement than the multiple
component approach from the separate models.

Table 1model types in the seven previous case studies and this paper

Chiaradia

2005

law

2012

Zhang

2015

Sheng

2015

Sheng

2018

Sheng

2018
Guo 2018

this

article

city London London Shanghai Chongqing Beijing Tianjing Changchun Hangzhou

separate model

(underground only)
√ √ √ √ √ √ × √

separate model

(above ground only)
√ × × √ × × √ √

separate models

(multivariable)
√ √ × √ × × × √

integrated bi-model × √ × √ √* √* × ×

weighted

underground model
× √ × √ √ √ × √

√: meaning Tested and sound; √ *: meaning the tested result is not valid statistically

× meaning: not tested or not available
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Table 2 seven case studies and statistic results

City
author/dat

e

year

of

data

numbe

r of

station

s

model

type

variable for

underground

network

R2 of UG

with metro

usage

variable for street

network

R2 of street

with metro

usage

London
Chiaradia

2005

200

2
120 axial

topological

integration

0.54

(entry/exit)

integration R3，

mean value of

500m buffer

0.36(entry/

exit)

London law2012
200

8
N.A.

angular

segment

topological

closeness

(integration)

0.41

(entry/exit)

integration radius

10km

0.36(entry/

exit)

Shangh

ai

Zhang

2015

201

1
183 sDNA

topological

closeness(ma

d)

0.4 workday/

0.49 weekend

(entry/exit)

N.A. N.A.

Chong

qing

Sheng

2015

201

4
90

angular

segment

topological

closeness

(integration)

0.22(entry/exi

t)/ 0.5(flow)

integration

R1km，mean

value of 500m

buffer

0.55(entry/

exit)

Beijing
Sheng

2018

201

4
217

angular

segment

topological

betweenness

(choice R20)

0.61(flow) N.A. N.A.

Tianjin

g

Sheng

2018

201

4

64

（81

）

angular

segment topological

betweenness

(choice R20)

0.72(flow) N.A. N.A.

Changc

hun
Guo 2018

201

7
49

angular

segment
N.A. N.A.

integration

R1200，mean

value of 800m

0.22

(entry/exit)

The weighted model approach was also tests in Law (2012)’s work. In Chiaradia’s paper, it was

assumed that the train frequencies on the different lines were similar. Therefore, each node in the

system is equal, which reflects the main difference between the configurational analysis and

geographical analysis. While, to incorporate the real factors which should influence the entry and exit

movement of stations, nodes/edges in the network could be given weighting by their operation

frequency, transaction price, travel time or densities/landuse in its above ground context. By a

notional model comparison, Law’s initial work proposed that travel time closeness centrality and

frequency weighted closeness centrality are more meaningful measures compare to measures from

non-weighted models.

Sheng’s work in Chongqing (2015) found similar result as Law’s work. Three sub-types of separate

models all proved to be valid, while the best correlation appeared in the integrated bi-model of above

and underground networks. However, his next paper which put three Chinese cities data together

(Chongqing, Beijing, Tianjin) given a different result. Although the topology feature of the single
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underground network remains to be robust, the integrated bi-models are not valid in Beijing and

Tianjin. Sheng’s another test which put weighting in underground model has proved to be effective

(2018). The movement data he used are not entry/exit movements but passenger flow between the

connected stations. Three groups of weighting variables are tested –real life spatial usage such as

nearby catering shops’ number, entry/exit number of metro passenger; local urban form variable

including both space syntax variable and total length of streets within catchment area; and global

space syntax variables. It is found out the total length of streets within 1 kilometre catchment area is

the most stable variable that can bring a good correlation between the passenger flows and the

weighted underground model measure.

There are many other Chinese cities case studies on metro station network by space syntax approach.

While, many of them didn’t collect passenger data, therefore, could not be regard as empirical study.

Changchun City has a simple metro network of 49 stations. Guo’s (2018) study could provide the

result of the correlation entry and exit movement of stations with the variables of simple above ground

street network. The mean integration R1200’s value of 800m catchment area provided the highest

valid R2, which is only 0.22. The author implies that it could be explained by several reasons: special

station which connected with regional area, stations which were under massive construction projects

above ground and the unstable passenger flow due to the juvenility of the network.

There is a hidden problem of correlation analysis within all the cases by which this paper would like

to point out. In the topological graph which represents the underground network, the “node” of the

graph represents the connection between stations (axial line); the “edge” means there is a station that

connecting the two tunnels. While, there is no actual element in the model which could be regard as

the station itself. Consequently, when the entry/exit movements are correlated with the variables from

the underground model, there are two options for extract the configurational value of a station - the

average value of the two adjacent nodes (tunnels) or the sum of the two nodes. In the Shanghai’s case,

it is proposed that the latter is the better option (Zhang 2015). Sheng’s work in 2018 avoids this

trouble by using the passenger flow data instead of the entry/exit movement data. While for his

weighted underground model, there is a need to give weighting to the stations. To fulfil this aim, he

altered the classical way of underground modelling started from 2005 by Chiaradia by assert an extra

line to represent the station. We will discuss this alteration in section 3.2.

1.3 Research aims and questions

These empirical studies have proved that the tube station entry/exit movements are both influenced by

its above ground spatial context and the topology of tube station networks. While, it remains unclear

how the above ground urban context and the underground metro network influence the station’s

entry/exit movement performance respectively. From table 2, it is found that underground network

seems to have lower influence in a city with less sophisticated metro network. As Hangzhou obtains a

simple metro network in this period, this proposition could be tested.
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This paper aims at exploring a better modelling method for urban regeneration/ TOD design in metro

station surrounding areas. There are two criteria we believed for a better modelling method. First, the

measures in the model should be meaningful to the designers. In this perspective, there is a need to

separate the effect of the above ground urban context and the underground metro network, and

evaluate different scenarios of certain urban regeneration plans accordingly. Besides, above ground

urban form measures should be tested to compensate the reduction of syntactic analysis to urban form

(Pafka 2018).

Although in many cases, the integrated bi-model provide a better correlation for the movement data,

the multiple component approach with separate models of above and underground network is still

valuable as it allows for a better understanding for the influence of each variable. In the following

paragraph, both syntactic and urban form parameters will be tested in the separated model.

To facilitate a clearer decision making process, this paper also encourages the visualization of key

parameters. Some decision makers prefer a single grade for different design options. While, this kind

of decision making style is vulnerable if people start to question the rationality of the final score. The

visualization of key parameters is helpful to incorporate rational discussion and fostering a

democratic way for decision making and enables a flexible and sound further alteration.

The network model is usually visualized within GIS using a spectral colour range from red to blue.

High spatial indicators are visualized in warm colours (red, orange), while low spatial values are

shown in cold colours (green, blue). This paper makes a more restricted definition of colouring

scheme, which is always chosen by 10 deciles to make 10 different colours. That is to say, choose

classification by Quantile, choose the symbology type by 10 classes of colours in the GIS platform.

By this method, a place’s spatial hierarchy or ranking in the whole system could be easily

distinguished and recognized by its colour.

2. HANGZHOU’S METRO NETWORK AND PERFORMANCE
2.1 metro network descriptions

Hangzhou is the capital city of Zhejiang Province, China, located in the southwest of Shanghai. The

first metro line in Hangzhou started its operation from Nov 2012. There were several lines or branches

have been built afterwards gradually. This paper obtains the passenger flow of a day in Nov 2016. In

that period, there were 53 stations (including 5 interchange stations and three lines) and 80.85

kilometres’s operating metro tunnels in total (figure 1). This 53 stations’ scenario was started in Nov

2015 and changed in July 2017 by an extension of the No.2 line in the northwest. There are 117

kilometre’s operating metro tunnels up to now, and more than 300 kilometres metro tunnels under

construction. In the perspective of holding the Asia Game in 2022, Hangzhou will complete a large

metro network with 15 lines and 539 kilometres in total within three years.
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Figure1Hangzhou Metro line’s condition in 2016

Wu (2015)’s research on Hangzhou’s spatial structure suggests that the spatial pattern of Hangzhou

could be regard as three layers surrounded the physical centre “Wulin Square”; and the core area of

Hangzhou is within a radius of 15 km from the centre point of Wulin Square. From figure 2, we can

find that the current metro lines covered the downtown area and extended in to three sub-towns:

Linping in its north, Xiasha in its west and Jiangnan in its south.

Figure2Hangzhou spatial structure and metro lines

2.2 passenger performance

The subway passenger dataset this paper obtained from local authority is an arbitrary weekday’s

volume in Nov. 2016. Both passenger flows between stations and entry/exit movement at the stations

area variable (figure 3). As this 53 stations’ scenario has been operating from Nov. 2015, the

performance of metro usage in Nov. 2016 should be stable by then.
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Figure 3 Hangzhou Metro Passenger flow and entry/exit movement

Although the data is only one day’s volume, it is valid comparing to another source of passenger data.

A master’s thesis (Shen 2018) provides the annual (2017) top five exit/entry stations data for both

weekday and weekend. The sequence of stations usage is identical from two data sources, and the

percentage of the five top stations’ volume within the total flow is also similar (table 3).
Table 3: Comparison of one day passenger dataset and annual data

Ran

k

One day in Nov 2016 data Average of annual data

1 East Railway 115, 182 East Railway 104, 000

2 Longxiangqiao 84, 784 Longxiangqiao 66,200

3 Wulin Square 61, 591 Wulin Square 56, 000

4 WestLake Culture Square 57, 045 WestLake Culture

Square

55,900

5 Jiangling 53, 636 Jiangling 51, 900

Total Percentage 29.785% 28.7%

From this dataset, it is found that the station with the highest entry/exit volume is East-railway Station

(115,182); the station with least passenger is Yin-feng Road Station on Line 2 (about two thousand

counts per day). Half of the stations have an entry/exit volume more than 20,000; most of them are

stations on Line 1. The higher passenger flow also appeared on Line 1.

Tube station usage data exhibit heavy tail attribute where a few stations have high station usage and

many stations have lesser usage as shown in the frequency distribution graph in the left of figure 4. As

a result, a logarithmic transformation (figure 4 right) was used for correlating station usage and
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configurational spatial measures. To gain normal distribution for other configurational spatial

measures, logarithmic transformation of them is used in the following statistic analysis as well.

Figure 4 Frequency distribution of station usage / its logarithmic transformation

3. UNDERGROUND NETWORK MODELING AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Previous modelling method for metro network

As shown in table 2, seven case studies incorporate three types of modelling –axial map, angular

segment map and sDNA model. Considering passengers’ experience and cognition preference within

the underground system, the depth calculation which is chosen in all the three models is “topology

distance”, instead of angular or metric distance (assuming passengers who travelling underground do

not care the angular change and is less sensitive to distance when travel along the same line). And

three lines are always used to represent the extra cognition cost when passengers transfer from one

metro line to another line. In the topological analysis for the metro network, these three types of

model actually have no difference from each other. While, when they are used to represent the street

network, there are differences should be noted, and that will be discussed in section 4.1.

3.2 Proposed new modelling method for metro network

In section 1.2, it has been stated that there is a hidden problem in the existing modelling method. As

the station itself is not an element in the model, it is not so definite when correlate the entry/exit

movement with spatial parameters of the station - there is always two ways to extract the value, either

use the average or the sum of the two adjacent tunnels. Besides, if we want to develop the simple

model into a weighted model which can incorporate attributes of the above ground context, there is no

simple way to assign value, but to divide one single station’s attributes then assign them to the two

neighbouring tunnels.

Sheng’s approach for solving this difficulty is to insert an extra line in the metro model to give

weighting (figure 5). While, this method have a flaw that when calculate betweenness centrality

(choice), this extra line is not passed by any shortest path of movement.
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Figure 5 Sheng’s modelling technique – add a extra line to represent the station (Sheng 2018)

Therefore, a new modelling method for the underground network has been proposed and tested. As

shown in figure 6, a short line (dark purple) is drawn to represent the station itself. When there is an

exchange station, three steps are still used to indicate the extra cost of line change4. In the upper part

of table 4, we can compare the basic description of a same metro network of Hangzhou by these two

techniques. In the previous type of modelling, there are 70 nodes (elements) in total, which represent

the tunnels between the 53 stations and the extra steps to represent line change in the 5 interchange

stations. In the new type of modelling, there are 123 nodes (elements) in total, which represent the

tunnels, stations and extra steps for the line change.

Figure 6 new modelling method for the metro network

3.3 Regression analysis: old and new model

Hangzhou metro network’s performance has two types of data: the entry/exit volume and passenger

flow. They are both used in the statistic software to do simple correlation analysis with the variables

from the two types of models. Summary chart for the two scenarios are presented in table 4.As been

found in the previous case studies, betweenness centrality is a good variable to explain the passenger

flow; closeness centrality is a good variable to explain entry/exit volume. The two models have

similar R-square value for entry/exit volume (around 24.4%/26.7%), and although the R-square of the

new model for passenger flow is a bit lower than the old model, it is still valid (59.6%/35%).

Therefore, initial test for this new type of modelling proved to be promising.

4 By the split tool, the three segments are defined as three polylines, to represent three topological steps.
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Table 4: R Square of old/new metro models’ variables and station performance

previous Metro Model Proposed Metro Model

Total elements 70 123

elements represent

stations

0 53

elements represent

tunnels

54 54

elements represent

Transfer Cost

16 16

R Square of

configurational

measures and

station performance

Entry/exit

Volume

Passenger Flow Entry/exit

Volume

Passenger

Flow

Betweenness 3%(Sum) 59.6% *** 2% 35%***

13%(Mean) **

Closeness (NQPDC) 24.4%(Sum)

***

39% *** 26.7% *** 25% ***

13%(Mean) **

* P-VALUE <0.05 AND >0.01

**P-VALUE<0.01 AND >0.001

***P-VALUE<0.001

3.4 Re-examine topological configuration of metro network against the real usage data

There is a positive correlation between underground station usages with the NQPDC value of the tube

network. While the R-square value remain a low level comparing to cases such as London and

Shanghai. As Chongqing also shares the low level of correlation, it is proposed that a simple metro

network such as Hangzhou and Chongqing is different from a sophisticated metro network in its

nature. These simple and incunabular underground networks may have a very different

configurational pattern from the above ground networks. Therefore, the usage of the station not only

shaped by the underground network, but also influenced by on ground urban context, which bring the

correlation level down.

Figure 7 is visualization of the over and under prediction level of stations. We can found three types

of major difference. First, the stations of the branch near the West Lake5 and the city centre Wulin

Square are all under prediction. Second, all the four terminal stations are under prediction. This is a

similar pattern also can be found in Law’s paper for London (2012). Third, the east branch (located in

Xia-sha suburb) and the southern branch (located in Xiaoshan sub-town) show a different tendency of

over and under prediction. This pattern can be explained by Wu’s investigation on the daily

commuting custom of outer districts to downtown area (2015). In that paper, it is reported that

Xiaoshan sub-town was more dependent than the Xia-sha suburb area, which can explain the over and

under prediction tendency of these two branches.

5West Lake is a national tourist attraction which brings it huge regional traffics.
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Figure 7visualization of the over and under prediction level of stations

4. ABOVE GROUNDNETWORK MODELING AND ANALYSIS
From the seven previous cases studies and Hangzhou’s experience, we learned that the metro network

analysis always explains the passenger flow volume much better than the entry/exit volume. On the

one hand, it is a reasonable finding that the stations’ entry/exit volume should be influenced by not

only the underground network, but also the attributes of the above ground urban context. One the

other hand, in order to support evidence based TOD design project, we need gain a better

understanding of the effect of urban context to the daily performance of tube stations. Therefore, this

section is aiming at two purposes. First, what are the key factors on ground which can work

effectively to the volume of entry/exit movements of the station? We are going to test not only

configurational variables, but also morphological variables. Second, we need to find valid measures

which are meaningful to the designers or even lay people. In previous cases studies, the mean value of

a certain local integration within a 500/800m’s buffer proved to be effective to explain the entry/exit

movement. While, this parameter is very difficult to be understood for people do not familiar with

space syntax literature. Is it possible to replace this measure by other equivalent variable which is

easier to explain its meaning?

4.1 sDNA model and its difference to angular segment model

In the previous case studies, there are three difference models been used - axial map, angular segment

map, and sDNA. sDNA is the spatial network analysis toolbox for GIS and Python (Cooper

2018a/b).The definitions of one element in sDNA and in Depthmap’s angular segment analysis have a

subtle difference. A polyline without interruption is considered as one element in sDNA, while it will

be divided into two elements from its turning point in Depthmap (figure 8). The sDNA’s definition of

element (a polyline) has its own virtue which conforms to people’s way finding habit. Without
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divarication, a polyline with several turnings inside would be recognized as one single route in

people’s cognition.

L
Figure 8 different definition of an element in sDNA and in Depthmap’s angular segment map

This study chooses the sDNA model following the Shanghai’s case (Zhang 2015) for two reasons.

First, it is very difficult to get the latest vector data of a city’s street map in China. While, in GIS, it is

possible to display several open sourced maps and related satellite image to obtain detailed

information for constructing an accurate street network model. Second, this paper aims at identifying

morphological variables to explain entry/exit movement of stations. In GIS and sDNA package, there

are more tools than the Depthmap software to fulfil this purpose.

Betweenness (BtAW) of sDNA is a measure of shortest path overlap on each link which indicates

potential flow level of each link, which is an equivalent measure of choice in Depthmap. Shortest path

could be defined by topology changes, least angular, euclidean distance, custom, hybrid, and so on.

Closeness, like betweenness, is a form of network centrality, and is an equivalent measure of

integration in Depthmap. It matches commonly held notions of accessibility. There are two types of

closeness measure in sDNA. The first is Mean Angular Distance (MAD). It is the inverse of closeness

or accessibility, that is to say, big numbers mean “far” instead of “close”. NQPD (Network quantity

penalized by distance) is also a form of closeness, commonly referred to as a gravity model, that takes

into account both quantity and accessibility of network weight. Mathematical definition of NQPD is

as the formula below. We will use NQPDC and NQPDA in the following sections. The letter “C”

refers to custom defined distance, which is topology distance; letter “A” refers to angular distance.

4.2 Street network modelling

Street network model of Hangzhou has two versions. Version A mapped the area within the outer ring

highway, including the core area of metropolitan Hangzhou. This model is aiming at representing a

complete picture of the mixed vehicle and pedestrian public space network. Therefore, it reduces the

complexity of vehicle roads and highways (such as junction simplification) and make sure to include

all the main connections of the streets. For pedestrian lanes, it includes major semi-public walking
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paths within big residential compounds and important lanes along the rivers. As the metro network

has a branch extended to the northern suburb Linping, which is not within the outer ring, we drawn a

second version of street network on the basis of model A (figure 9). Model B incorporates all the 53

stations’ adjacent context, and use big roads as the edge of the model (table 5). Model B is the version

we uses in the later analysis.

Figure 9 street network models of Hangzhou (version A/B)

Table 5 street network model A&B

Model A Model B (all metro stations be covered)

Number of elements 48771 52154

Total Length(m) 7, 244, 982 7, 746, 590

Mean Length(m) 148.6 148.5

4.3 Regression analysis for configurational variables from the street network

In the previous case studies, the best configurational variable of the above ground network which can

explain the entry/exit movement is always the mean local integration value of a certain buffer.

Chiaradia (2005) has pointed out that there is a need to define more precise catchments area of the

station context. In previous studies, crowfly distance defined catchment area is usually the default

type. While, by GIS tool and the spatial network model, we can define a more precise catchment area

rather than use a circular context (figure 10).

Regression analysis between the configurational measures of the street network and the empirical data

for entry and exit are made. Different radiuses (from 800-3000 meters) have been tested and always

accompanied a 600m actually distance buffer (the size of buffer is determined by observing all the

urban form of stations located in downtown and suburb). It is found that radius 2000meters achieved

consistently a higher correlation coefficient. For the mean NQPDA of a 600m actually distance buffer,
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it is 0.43, (if omit the East-railway Station which functions regionally, it is 0.486); for the betweenness

centrality, it is 0.36, (0.41 without East-railway Station). The Mad and Nach variables do not pass the

significant test (p value bigger than 0.05).

Figure 10 two types of catchment areas: crowfly distance or actual distance

*the red dot is East-railway Station

Figure 11 scatter grams for logged “entry and exit movement” and configurational variables

Although the closeness measure is valid to explain the entry and exit movement, this varible is

difficult to understand for people outside space syntax community, therefore not a good varible for the

purpose of supporting evidence based design. Bringing the space syntax’s consultation projects to

mind, the pedestrian movements are always correlated with the nearest segment with the highest

integration/choice value. And when comparing different design scenarios, the suggestion been

6 In Chiaradia 2005’s paper, the stations which also belong to larger regional rail system such as Waterloo or Victoria Station

are excluded, as such stations clearly experienced increases in usage due to their larger global connections.
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proposed could be “scenario A is better because it brings the northern busy movement into the

entrance of our site along a certain axial line”. Inspired by this kind of interpretation, the variable from

the above ground network we preferred should be the “max value” within a smaller buffer area

adjacent to the station, which reflect the relative spatial accessiblity ranking of this station within the

whole city.

Again, by observing all the stations and their multiple entrances spatial distribution and attributes of

the surrounding area, we choose the 250 meter actual distance as the new buffer, from where to pick

out the highest syntactic value for the regression analysis. In table 6, we found radius 2000 meter’s

NQPD value could provide the highest R-square (41.2%). It is as good as the previous mean value for

the 600 meter’s buffer.
Table 6 statistic result for testing the best radius to extract max value of 250m’s buffer

Radius (meter) R-square for NQPDA R-square for Betweenness

1500 38.7% 33%

2000 41.2% 33%

3000 34.8% 30.4%

5000 26.3% 21.2%

7000 16.6% 9.7%

10000 8.6% Not valid

4.4 Test the morphological variables on ground: street network compactness and building density

Many researchers have stated that a permeable/compact street network can encourage walking

behaviour. Therefore, the morphological attributes of the station’s surrounding area which can

represent its permeability could be a good indicator for the usage of the station. More compact the

urban tissue is, more movement will be brought to the station for interchange or stop.

From table 7, it is found that the R-square from the actual distance buffer’s value is always better than

the crowfly distance buffer’s value. This is a result making sense because the actual distance buffer

could depict a more precise urban form. By examining the result of the four variables which is

calculated by sDNA, the variable Mean of LLen (polyline length) proved to be valid and gives a

higher R-square of 0.31. It has a straightforward meaning for designers to conduct further alteration -

the negative correlation means the shorter the polyline length, the smaller the block size, therefore

more permeable the district is and the easier people can go around the metro station’s surrounding

area.
Table7 Statistic results from regression analysis for morphological variables

variable R-square value for the 600 meter actual
distance’s buffer

R-square value for the 600 meter
crowfly distance’s buffer

Sum of LLen 20.2% 17.9%

Mean of LLen 31.4%（negative correlation ） 29.8%

sum of Line Connectivity 28.8% 30%
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Mean of Line Connectivity Not valid Not valid

Besides the attribute of street network and underground network, the performance of the station

should also be influenced by the building density of its surrounding area. By downloading data from

commercial map website provider Baidu, we obtained the polygon of building plots and associated

with height of the buildings in Hangzhou for the same year 2017. Therefore, we can calculate two

types of building density: the ground floor area and the total floor area. Regression analysis shows

that both variables are valid for entry/exit movement. The R-square of them are 0.22 and 0.24

respectively. When exclude the abnormal East-railway Station, it rise to 31% and 33%. We should

bear in mind that to represent the real functioned building density, there is one important factor been

omit. There have been many stations suffered from a massive redevelopment of its surrounding areas.

However, it is very different to gain reliable quantitative measurement of this factor, which should be

explored by future study.

5. MULTIVARIATE ANALYSISAND WEIGHTED UNDERGROUND MODEL

5.1Multivariate analysis

In section 3.3, it is found that the variable “NQPDC” from the underground network has a positive

correlation with the entry/exit movement of stations (R-square = 0.267). In section 4.3, it is found that

the variable max value “NQPDA Radius 2000m”from a 250 meter actually distance buffer area of the

street network has a more significant positive correlation with the entry/exit movement (R-square

=0.43 ). There are also two morphological variables (building density and mean polyline length for a

buffer of 600 meters) proved to be valid from the single factor regression analysis.

The multiple component approach uses an ordinary least square multivariate regression analysis.

Statistically speaking, the latter two morphological variables cannot be put into the multivariate model

as the P value doesn’t pass the significant test. The multivariate model with the former two variables

works well – R2 is 0.52 when every station is included. As we explained in section 3.4, the terminal

stations are consistently under predicted, and the East-railway Station is a special regional node.

Without these five stations, the R-square raised to 0.63 as shown in figure 12. By the scatter grams’

parameter estimates function, it is found that the street variable is a bit more influential than the

underground variable (0.361: 0.298). By a further standard visualization method (figure 13), we can

tell the influence of these two variables by their geographic locations.

A comparison of the three figures could lead to many reflections. The most obvious finding is about

the inner ring usage. The simple underground network analysis suggests that the east part of the

network is more accessible than its west part. While, apparently, the above ground urban context of

the west part stations have a much more higher ranking (close to West Lake and Wulin Square),

therefore contributed heavy usages for these stations (shown in red).
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*the red dot is East-railway Station；blue dots are the four terminal stations

Figure 12Scatter grams for multivariate analysis (left: all included; right: five stations excluded)

Figure 13 actually entry/exit movement (left)/underground centrality (middle)/ street networkcentrality (right)

5.2 Weighted underground model

As stated in section 3.2, this paper proposes a new modelling method for the metro network, that is to

say, represent the stations as nodes in the syntactic graph. This tactic leads to two advantages. One of

them is a much more precise way to put weighting for the underground model. Here, we use the

building density of the above ground urban context as an initial weighting test for the underground

model.

There are two types of building density: ground floor area and the total floor area. Both variables are

important urban design indicators for TOD development. By regression analysis, we found a

promising R-square of 0.36 for the correlation between entry/exit movement and NQPD value of the

tube network weighted by ground floor area, which is higher than the not-weighted model (0.267).

While, the NQPD weighted by total floor area proves to be not significant. Then, the new variable

from the weighted model is used to replace the un-weighted parameter in the multivariate analysis.
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However, we cannot find a better simulation result. R-square of the new multiple components model

remain to a similar level (0.51 against 0.52), which suggests further exploration of the weighed model

need to be carried in the future.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper reviews the existing empirical studies for metro station entry/exit movement performance

by syntactic approach and carried a new case study in the Chinese city Hangzhou. The new study

confirmed the previous findings that the metro station usage is influenced by both underground and

above ground spatial networks. The topology of underground network has stronger effect for the

passenger flow between stations, while has less influence to the entry/exit movement of the stations.

Aiming at supporting evidence based design for TOD development, the explanation for entry/exit

movements is more important than the passenger flows. Therefore, this paper discussed two

alterations for an upgrading modelling method. First, it suggests that a new modelling approach which

allows the station itself become an element within the model. The initial comparison of the old and

new model’s regression analysis result proves the validity of the new method. And the new method

does facilitate the weighting approach for a more sophisticated underground network modelling.

Second, for the above ground variables, this paper suggests to seek substitute for the measurement

been used by previous studies (mean value of local integration in a big buffer area), as they are

difficult to be understood by designers. A new configurational variable (max value of local integration

in a smaller buffer area) has been tested and proved to be a good substitute. Besides, this study also

suggests that morphological variables are important factors for explaining the usage of stations.

Statistic analysis suggests that mean polyline length of within an actually 600 meters’ buffer and the

building density within the same buffer area are both effective variables. Last but not least, this paper

gives examples for how a well structured visualization method could help the designers to gain better

understanding for the consequence of individual variables, and therefore enrich the implication of

statistic analysis.
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